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CASE REPORT

Solitary Liver Metastasis from Follicular Variant 
Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma: A Case Report
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ABSTRACT

Papillary and follicular thyroid carcinomas, together known as 
differentiated thyroid carcinomas (DTC), are among the most curable of 
cancers. Distant metastases are rare events at the onset of DTC. Sites of 
metastases from follicular thyroid cancer (FTC) are usually osseous, 
and those from papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) metastasize to regional 
nodal basins and the lungs. Visceral metastases are rare, but the 
involvement of multiple sites has been reported so far. Liver metastases 
from differentiated thyroid carcinoma (LMDTC) are rare.We present 
the case of a patient with follicular variant of papillary thyroid 
carcinoma (FVPTC) unusually involving the liver. 
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INTRODUCTION

Differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC), encircling 
follicular and papillary carcinomas, has good prognosis and 
long-term survival rates. In reality, 80–95% of the patients 
survive at least 10-years (1). DTC are relatively rare despite 
the common frequency of thyroid nodules (2). The 
prevalence of distant metastases at the time of the initial 
presentation of DTC is 4%. During the treatment period 
and follow-up, the prevalence of distant metastases ranges 
from 2% in low-risk patients to 33% in high-risk patients. 
Distant metastases occur primarily in the lungs than in the 
bones. The prognosis of distant metastases is usually bad 
with poor outcomes. Only 50% of patients endure ten years 
after a diagnosis of the metastatic DTC (3-5). The median 
age at diagnosis is 45–50 years, with two to four times 
more frequent in women than men (6). However, the 
prognosis of the patients at higher risk for recurrent disease 
or even death depends on the age at diagnosis, stage, 
capsular involvement, nodal involvement, size, and 
histological type. Liver metastasis from thyroid cancer is a 

very rare event with a reported frequency of less than 0.5% 
(7). Metastatic liver disease from both follicular and 
papillary thyroid cancer is always multiple or diffuse and is 
usually associated with other hematogenous metastases 
inthe lungs, bones, and the brain (8-16).Survival ranges 
from 1 to 60 months after the diagnosisof LMDTC. (1)

CASE REPORT

An otherwise healthy, 72 years old female presented with 
swellings of the right side and middle of neck 7 years 
back. Suddenly she noticed a swelling in the right 
hypochondriac region of the abdomen,which gradually 
increased in size within 1 year. The patient had no cardiac, 
pulmonary, or renal diseases. There was no history of 
hepatitis, tuberculosis, diabetes or exposure to radiation.

INVESTIGATIONS AND TREATMENT

A high-resolution ultrasound scan (HRUS) of the neck 
revealed a multinodular goiter with bilateral enlarged 
cervical lymph nodes. The biggest neck node in the right 
measured 2.5 X 1.2 cm and that of the left 1.7X0.6 cm. 
Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) primarily 
diagnosed FVPTC, and after total thyroidectomy,it was 
histopathologically confirmed. The patient neglected her 
visit to Nuclear Medicine (NM) and received no 
radioactive iodine therapy (RAIT). After almost 7 years, 
she reported again. We performed HRUS of the neck and 
whole abdomen due to painful, hard, slowly growing 
swelling in the right hypochondriac region of her 
abdomen. HRUS of the neck revealed multiple enlarged 
lymph nodes in both sides of the neck which sizes are 
increased in size compared to the previous scan.

The whole abdomen ultrasound revealed a reasonably 
large (6.2 X 6.0 cm), irregular shaped, solid, echogenic 
mass lesion in the antero-inferior aspect occupyingthe 
segments V and VIof the right lobe of the liver.

DISCUSSION

Follicular carcinoma is the second most prevalent of the 
thyroid carcinomas with an incidence of approximately 
10–15%. Hematogenous metastasis is common with 
spread to lung, bone and other solid organs. In less than 
10% cases of follicular carcinoma, there is evidence of 
lymphatic involvement (2). Patients with differentiated 
thyroid carcinoma (DTC) have a 10-year survival rate of 
80–95%. However, when distant metastases are present, 
the overall 10-years survival rate is 40% (3).

FTC usually behaves in an indolent manner with low 
metastatic potential. Distant metastases as initial 
presentation is rare in follicular carcinoma, especially 
in young patients. The case reported here is unusual 

since mediastinal tumors are uncommon and represent 
only 3% of the tumors seen within the chest (1). 

In reports on mediastinal masses, the incidence of 
malignant lesions ranged from 25 to 49% (4, 5). The 
anterior mediastinal tumors include teratomas, 
lymphomas, thymic cancers, thymic carcinoids, thymic 
cysts and  other metastatic tumors. Thyroid cancer rarely 
metastasizes to the mediastinum and there have been few 
reports of metastatic  mediastinal tumors  of thyroid 
origin. Follicular carcinoma is divided into minimally 
invasive and invasive variants based on morphologic 
criteria. Minimally invasive follicular carcinoma is an 
encapsulated tumor with microscopic penetration of the 
tumor capsule without vascular invasion (6, 7). Patients 

with minimally invasive follicular carcinoma tend to be 
younger than patients with invasive follicular carcinoma, 
and it has been suggested that minimally invasive 
follicular carcinoma may be a precursor to its invasive 
counterpart (8). Shaha reported an overall survival at 5, 
10, and 20 years for patients with follicular thyroid 
cancer of 85%, 80% and 76%, respectively (9). When 
patients with follicular carcinoma were divided into low, 
intermediate, and high-risk groups based on age, T stage, 
distant metastases, histologic type, and grade, their 
survival rates were 98%, 88%, and 56% at 10 years and 
97%, 87%, and 49% at 20 years, respectively. D'Avanzo 
and colleagues reported that patients with minimally 
invasive follicular carcinoma have a 98% 10-year 
survival, compared with 80% at 10 years for patients with 
angioinvasive follicular carcinoma with or without 
capsular invasion and 38% with extensive invasion of the 
tumor capsule and the thyroid parenchyma (10). The 
cause of death is most commonly from progression of 
distant metastases (11).

The case reported here is remarkable in that she survived 
more than 14 years without RAIT and/or hormone 
replacement. But it is evident that the cancer was   
progressing slowly and insidiously albeit sub-clinically 
until it became clinical with compression symptoms 12 year 
later. This slow progression is consistent with the indolent 
character of the  follicular variety of the thyroid cancer. 

The compression symptoms that the patient experienced were 
attributed to the slowly enlarging mediastinal metastasis. 
This was revealed on CT scan as a strongly enhancing soft 
tissue density mass having internal calcifications in 
anterior mediastinum.The mass compressed great vessels 
and trachea posteriorly. Core biopsy revealed metastatic 
follicular carcinoma in this patient. 

The standard procedure for initial treatment of DTC is 
surgery followed by radioiodine therapy and hormone 
replacement. The management plan may differ from 
patient to patient and depends on several risk factors. 
However surgery followed by post-operative RAIT has 
been associated with improved prognosis (12). It is a well 
established fact that optimal management of patients with 
complex thyroid cancer requires an integrated team 
approach involving endocrinologists, NM physicians, 
medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, and surgeons 

(13). Radical surgery, remnant thyroid ablation and RAIT 
all improve survival, but this is less apparent for patients 
presenting with distant metastases as this subgroup shows 
worse prognosis.  Accordingly surgery would have been 
the first choice in the management of the case presented 
here. However,  due to the sheer volume of the mass and 
tracheal invasion surgical resection was not possible. 

EBRT is recommended for palliative purposes to obtain 
local control for extensive diseases as first line therapy 
(14). The case reported here was referred to oncologist for 
EBRT  with  two goals. (1) To alleviate the compression 
symptoms (2) regression to a manageable size for 
subsequent RAIT. 

Consequently the patient received a course of 
conventional radiation with 50 Gy in 25 fractions over 4 
weeks targeting on the area volume  encompassing the 
thyroid bed and the gross disease. She tolerated EBRT 
very well  and  her stridor subsided. There was  tracheal 
inflammation and skin erythema which are expected 
side-effects of  the radiotherapy, but these were transient.  
She also had complaints of dysphagia, but did not require 
a feeding tube. The patient is now recuperating  and 
radioiodine will be considered as an adjuvant in the 
treatment plan. However, if  RAIT fails patient may  be 
considered for Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors (TKIs)  which 
is reported to be effective for RAI-refractory DTC (15).

CONCLUSION

Outcome of DTC is excellent with early diagnosis, 
meticulous surgery, proper staging, RAIT, lifelong 
thyroxine supplementation and regular follow- up but it 
may turn aggressive without appropriate management.

Individualized and an alternative therapeutic approach 
should be considered in patients of DTC with inoperable, 
huge metastatic mediastinal mass. Palliative use of  
EBRT for local control of extensive disease may be 
considered as first line of therapy; when other modality of 
treatment cannot be applied. Radiotherapy (RT) seems 
effective in relieving compression symptoms and may 
prolong survival and improve QOL.
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Computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen showed a 
big, hypodense area (7 X 6 X 5cm) in the right lobe of the 
liver located in segments V & VI and provisionally 
diagnosed as a case of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 

Ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) from liver 
SOL cytologically confirmed papillary thyroid cancer with 
metastases in the liver. The patient was referred to the 
National Institute of Nuclear Medicine & Allied Sciences 
(NINMAS) for radioactive iodine ablation therapy (RAIT) 
with a high level of pre-therapy serum thyroglobulin (Tg) 
level (> 300 ng/ml) and a high anti-Tg antibody level of 

205 U/ml. Ablation therapy was done with administration 
of 150mCi I131(5550 Mbq) at NINMAS with proper 
isolation and radiation safety measures. Post therapy 
whole-body scan (RxWBS) showed intense radio-iodine 
uptake in thyroid bed and right lobe of the liver suggesting 
iodine avidity of the solitary metastatic lesion in the liver. 
Post therapeutic routine follow-up will be done after 3 
months. As the lesion was iodine avid, so our plan was to 
repeat  RAIT prefer ably after surgical resection of the liver 
mass preferably if possible. But the patient was lost and 
proper follow up could not be done.

DISCUSSION 

The outcome of the well-differentiated thyroid carcinoma 
(WDTC) usually has a good outcome, but patients 
presenting with distant metastatic disease have less 
favorable outcomes. For this reason, many risk 
stratification algorithms are considered to be of high risk 
(18–21). Although the higher possibility of poor outcomes, 
recent treatment strategy advocates an aggressive 
approach in management with surgery and postoperative 
RAIT (20-23). Treatment consists of total thyroidectomy, 
neck dissection as indicated by the disease, followed by 
RAIT in the majority of patients. Distant metastases occur 
in up to 10% of the brain, eye, breast, liver, kidney, muscle, 
skin area are unusual (24). LMDTC from DTC is relatively 
rere, with a reported frequency of 0.5% (7). Metastatic 
liver involvement from DTC is nearly always multiple or 
diffuse and is usually found along witho ther distant 
metastases (lung, bone, and brain) (8-16).

Only ten cases have been documented in the literature; 
three were males and seven were females, with an average 
age of about 63 years (range: 32-85 years). Histologically, 
the primary tumor was identified as papillary in four 
patients, follicular in five patients, and Hurthle cell thyroid 
cancer in one patient.

Liver masses can be detected by various imaging 
modalities, such as ultrasonography and CT, and are 

usually131I negative. 131I-positive metastases are 
extremely rare. DTC liver metastasis has a poor prognosis. 
Surgical resection of liver lesions has been reported to 
offer the best chance for prolonged survival (24).

Most liver metastases from DTC are asymptomatic and 
usually revealed incidentally. This reported female patient 
had no definite complaint except swelling of the neck. 
HRUS proved multinodular goiter and bilateral enlarged 
cervical lymph nodes only could convince her for  total 
thyroidectomy but neither follow up nor RAIT for 
histologically proven FVPTC was her choice and 
negligience. As an unfortunate sequel, she presented with a 
liver mass 7 years later which was cytologically proven as a 
solitary liver metastatic lesion from papillary thyroid cancer 
and high serum Tg( > 300 ng/ml). Even after explaining the 
benefits of surgical resection followed by RAIT as there is 
chance of prolonged survival (25), the patient refused 
metastatectomy of liver in this case and opted for RAIT with 
150mCi 131 I . Unusual intense liver uptake of 131I in 
RxWBS was also a rare phenomenon in this case. 

Kondo et al. (15) reported a case of a 48-year-old Japanese 
woman who was operated (subtotal thyroidectomy) for 
follicular adenoma of her thyroid. Eight years after 
theinitial surgery, an isolated liver lesion was 
incidentally detected on abdominal CT. On histological 
examination, the nodule was entirely composed of 

small to large follicles containing colloid material. Thus 
she was diagnosed to have had minimally invasive 
follicular carcinoma with secondary isolated liver 
metastasis. The symptoms of the patient of our case had 
much similarities with their findings.

Kouso et al. (26) reported a case of follicular thyroid 
carcinomain in a 73-year-old woman who had 
undergone curative resection of thyroid carcinoma 32 
years earlier. CT of her abdomen revealed a round 
lesion, approximately 1.5 cm in diameter. She 
underwent laparotomy and partial resection of her liver. 
Histologicall diagnosis was a metastatic liver cancer 
from thyroidfollicular carcinoma.

CONCLUSION

The 131I WBS, combined with HRUS and CT scan, plays 
an important role in increasing diagnostic accuracy, 
reducing pitfalls, and modifying therapeutic strategies.
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DISCUSSION

Follicular carcinoma is the second most prevalent of the 
thyroid carcinomas with an incidence of approximately 
10–15%. Hematogenous metastasis is common with 
spread to lung, bone and other solid organs. In less than 
10% cases of follicular carcinoma, there is evidence of 
lymphatic involvement (2). Patients with differentiated 
thyroid carcinoma (DTC) have a 10-year survival rate of 
80–95%. However, when distant metastases are present, 
the overall 10-years survival rate is 40% (3).

FTC usually behaves in an indolent manner with low 
metastatic potential. Distant metastases as initial 
presentation is rare in follicular carcinoma, especially 
in young patients. The case reported here is unusual 

since mediastinal tumors are uncommon and represent 
only 3% of the tumors seen within the chest (1). 

In reports on mediastinal masses, the incidence of 
malignant lesions ranged from 25 to 49% (4, 5). The 
anterior mediastinal tumors include teratomas, 
lymphomas, thymic cancers, thymic carcinoids, thymic 
cysts and  other metastatic tumors. Thyroid cancer rarely 
metastasizes to the mediastinum and there have been few 
reports of metastatic  mediastinal tumors  of thyroid 
origin. Follicular carcinoma is divided into minimally 
invasive and invasive variants based on morphologic 
criteria. Minimally invasive follicular carcinoma is an 
encapsulated tumor with microscopic penetration of the 
tumor capsule without vascular invasion (6, 7). Patients 

with minimally invasive follicular carcinoma tend to be 
younger than patients with invasive follicular carcinoma, 
and it has been suggested that minimally invasive 
follicular carcinoma may be a precursor to its invasive 
counterpart (8). Shaha reported an overall survival at 5, 
10, and 20 years for patients with follicular thyroid 
cancer of 85%, 80% and 76%, respectively (9). When 
patients with follicular carcinoma were divided into low, 
intermediate, and high-risk groups based on age, T stage, 
distant metastases, histologic type, and grade, their 
survival rates were 98%, 88%, and 56% at 10 years and 
97%, 87%, and 49% at 20 years, respectively. D'Avanzo 
and colleagues reported that patients with minimally 
invasive follicular carcinoma have a 98% 10-year 
survival, compared with 80% at 10 years for patients with 
angioinvasive follicular carcinoma with or without 
capsular invasion and 38% with extensive invasion of the 
tumor capsule and the thyroid parenchyma (10). The 
cause of death is most commonly from progression of 
distant metastases (11).

The case reported here is remarkable in that she survived 
more than 14 years without RAIT and/or hormone 
replacement. But it is evident that the cancer was   
progressing slowly and insidiously albeit sub-clinically 
until it became clinical with compression symptoms 12 year 
later. This slow progression is consistent with the indolent 
character of the  follicular variety of the thyroid cancer. 

The compression symptoms that the patient experienced were 
attributed to the slowly enlarging mediastinal metastasis. 
This was revealed on CT scan as a strongly enhancing soft 
tissue density mass having internal calcifications in 
anterior mediastinum.The mass compressed great vessels 
and trachea posteriorly. Core biopsy revealed metastatic 
follicular carcinoma in this patient. 

The standard procedure for initial treatment of DTC is 
surgery followed by radioiodine therapy and hormone 
replacement. The management plan may differ from 
patient to patient and depends on several risk factors. 
However surgery followed by post-operative RAIT has 
been associated with improved prognosis (12). It is a well 
established fact that optimal management of patients with 
complex thyroid cancer requires an integrated team 
approach involving endocrinologists, NM physicians, 
medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, and surgeons 

(13). Radical surgery, remnant thyroid ablation and RAIT 
all improve survival, but this is less apparent for patients 
presenting with distant metastases as this subgroup shows 
worse prognosis.  Accordingly surgery would have been 
the first choice in the management of the case presented 
here. However,  due to the sheer volume of the mass and 
tracheal invasion surgical resection was not possible. 

EBRT is recommended for palliative purposes to obtain 
local control for extensive diseases as first line therapy 
(14). The case reported here was referred to oncologist for 
EBRT  with  two goals. (1) To alleviate the compression 
symptoms (2) regression to a manageable size for 
subsequent RAIT. 

Consequently the patient received a course of 
conventional radiation with 50 Gy in 25 fractions over 4 
weeks targeting on the area volume  encompassing the 
thyroid bed and the gross disease. She tolerated EBRT 
very well  and  her stridor subsided. There was  tracheal 
inflammation and skin erythema which are expected 
side-effects of  the radiotherapy, but these were transient.  
She also had complaints of dysphagia, but did not require 
a feeding tube. The patient is now recuperating  and 
radioiodine will be considered as an adjuvant in the 
treatment plan. However, if  RAIT fails patient may  be 
considered for Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors (TKIs)  which 
is reported to be effective for RAI-refractory DTC (15).

CONCLUSION

Outcome of DTC is excellent with early diagnosis, 
meticulous surgery, proper staging, RAIT, lifelong 
thyroxine supplementation and regular follow- up but it 
may turn aggressive without appropriate management.

Individualized and an alternative therapeutic approach 
should be considered in patients of DTC with inoperable, 
huge metastatic mediastinal mass. Palliative use of  
EBRT for local control of extensive disease may be 
considered as first line of therapy; when other modality of 
treatment cannot be applied. Radiotherapy (RT) seems 
effective in relieving compression symptoms and may 
prolong survival and improve QOL.
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Figure 1: Ultrasound image of a 72 Y/O, female patient showing (A) Big heterogenous mass (yellow arrow) lesion 
in right lobe of liver measuring about 6.2X6.0cm. (B): Doppler flow shows increased vascularity within the mass.

Figure 2: Computed tomogralhy image of the mass lesion (yellow arrow) in segment V and VI of right lobe of liver.
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Computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen showed a 
big, hypodense area (7 X 6 X 5cm) in the right lobe of the 
liver located in segments V & VI and provisionally 
diagnosed as a case of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 

Ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) from liver 
SOL cytologically confirmed papillary thyroid cancer with 
metastases in the liver. The patient was referred to the 
National Institute of Nuclear Medicine & Allied Sciences 
(NINMAS) for radioactive iodine ablation therapy (RAIT) 
with a high level of pre-therapy serum thyroglobulin (Tg) 
level (> 300 ng/ml) and a high anti-Tg antibody level of 

205 U/ml. Ablation therapy was done with administration 
of 150mCi I131(5550 Mbq) at NINMAS with proper 
isolation and radiation safety measures. Post therapy 
whole-body scan (RxWBS) showed intense radio-iodine 
uptake in thyroid bed and right lobe of the liver suggesting 
iodine avidity of the solitary metastatic lesion in the liver. 
Post therapeutic routine follow-up will be done after 3 
months. As the lesion was iodine avid, so our plan was to 
repeat  RAIT prefer ably after surgical resection of the liver 
mass preferably if possible. But the patient was lost and 
proper follow up could not be done.

DISCUSSION 

The outcome of the well-differentiated thyroid carcinoma 
(WDTC) usually has a good outcome, but patients 
presenting with distant metastatic disease have less 
favorable outcomes. For this reason, many risk 
stratification algorithms are considered to be of high risk 
(18–21). Although the higher possibility of poor outcomes, 
recent treatment strategy advocates an aggressive 
approach in management with surgery and postoperative 
RAIT (20-23). Treatment consists of total thyroidectomy, 
neck dissection as indicated by the disease, followed by 
RAIT in the majority of patients. Distant metastases occur 
in up to 10% of the brain, eye, breast, liver, kidney, muscle, 
skin area are unusual (24). LMDTC from DTC is relatively 
rere, with a reported frequency of 0.5% (7). Metastatic 
liver involvement from DTC is nearly always multiple or 
diffuse and is usually found along witho ther distant 
metastases (lung, bone, and brain) (8-16).

Only ten cases have been documented in the literature; 
three were males and seven were females, with an average 
age of about 63 years (range: 32-85 years). Histologically, 
the primary tumor was identified as papillary in four 
patients, follicular in five patients, and Hurthle cell thyroid 
cancer in one patient.

Liver masses can be detected by various imaging 
modalities, such as ultrasonography and CT, and are 

usually131I negative. 131I-positive metastases are 
extremely rare. DTC liver metastasis has a poor prognosis. 
Surgical resection of liver lesions has been reported to 
offer the best chance for prolonged survival (24).

Most liver metastases from DTC are asymptomatic and 
usually revealed incidentally. This reported female patient 
had no definite complaint except swelling of the neck. 
HRUS proved multinodular goiter and bilateral enlarged 
cervical lymph nodes only could convince her for  total 
thyroidectomy but neither follow up nor RAIT for 
histologically proven FVPTC was her choice and 
negligience. As an unfortunate sequel, she presented with a 
liver mass 7 years later which was cytologically proven as a 
solitary liver metastatic lesion from papillary thyroid cancer 
and high serum Tg( > 300 ng/ml). Even after explaining the 
benefits of surgical resection followed by RAIT as there is 
chance of prolonged survival (25), the patient refused 
metastatectomy of liver in this case and opted for RAIT with 
150mCi 131 I . Unusual intense liver uptake of 131I in 
RxWBS was also a rare phenomenon in this case. 

Kondo et al. (15) reported a case of a 48-year-old Japanese 
woman who was operated (subtotal thyroidectomy) for 
follicular adenoma of her thyroid. Eight years after 
theinitial surgery, an isolated liver lesion was 
incidentally detected on abdominal CT. On histological 
examination, the nodule was entirely composed of 

small to large follicles containing colloid material. Thus 
she was diagnosed to have had minimally invasive 
follicular carcinoma with secondary isolated liver 
metastasis. The symptoms of the patient of our case had 
much similarities with their findings.

Kouso et al. (26) reported a case of follicular thyroid 
carcinomain in a 73-year-old woman who had 
undergone curative resection of thyroid carcinoma 32 
years earlier. CT of her abdomen revealed a round 
lesion, approximately 1.5 cm in diameter. She 
underwent laparotomy and partial resection of her liver. 
Histologicall diagnosis was a metastatic liver cancer 
from thyroidfollicular carcinoma.

CONCLUSION

The 131I WBS, combined with HRUS and CT scan, plays 
an important role in increasing diagnostic accuracy, 
reducing pitfalls, and modifying therapeutic strategies.
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DISCUSSION

Follicular carcinoma is the second most prevalent of the 
thyroid carcinomas with an incidence of approximately 
10–15%. Hematogenous metastasis is common with 
spread to lung, bone and other solid organs. In less than 
10% cases of follicular carcinoma, there is evidence of 
lymphatic involvement (2). Patients with differentiated 
thyroid carcinoma (DTC) have a 10-year survival rate of 
80–95%. However, when distant metastases are present, 
the overall 10-years survival rate is 40% (3).

FTC usually behaves in an indolent manner with low 
metastatic potential. Distant metastases as initial 
presentation is rare in follicular carcinoma, especially 
in young patients. The case reported here is unusual 

since mediastinal tumors are uncommon and represent 
only 3% of the tumors seen within the chest (1). 

In reports on mediastinal masses, the incidence of 
malignant lesions ranged from 25 to 49% (4, 5). The 
anterior mediastinal tumors include teratomas, 
lymphomas, thymic cancers, thymic carcinoids, thymic 
cysts and  other metastatic tumors. Thyroid cancer rarely 
metastasizes to the mediastinum and there have been few 
reports of metastatic  mediastinal tumors  of thyroid 
origin. Follicular carcinoma is divided into minimally 
invasive and invasive variants based on morphologic 
criteria. Minimally invasive follicular carcinoma is an 
encapsulated tumor with microscopic penetration of the 
tumor capsule without vascular invasion (6, 7). Patients 

with minimally invasive follicular carcinoma tend to be 
younger than patients with invasive follicular carcinoma, 
and it has been suggested that minimally invasive 
follicular carcinoma may be a precursor to its invasive 
counterpart (8). Shaha reported an overall survival at 5, 
10, and 20 years for patients with follicular thyroid 
cancer of 85%, 80% and 76%, respectively (9). When 
patients with follicular carcinoma were divided into low, 
intermediate, and high-risk groups based on age, T stage, 
distant metastases, histologic type, and grade, their 
survival rates were 98%, 88%, and 56% at 10 years and 
97%, 87%, and 49% at 20 years, respectively. D'Avanzo 
and colleagues reported that patients with minimally 
invasive follicular carcinoma have a 98% 10-year 
survival, compared with 80% at 10 years for patients with 
angioinvasive follicular carcinoma with or without 
capsular invasion and 38% with extensive invasion of the 
tumor capsule and the thyroid parenchyma (10). The 
cause of death is most commonly from progression of 
distant metastases (11).

The case reported here is remarkable in that she survived 
more than 14 years without RAIT and/or hormone 
replacement. But it is evident that the cancer was   
progressing slowly and insidiously albeit sub-clinically 
until it became clinical with compression symptoms 12 year 
later. This slow progression is consistent with the indolent 
character of the  follicular variety of the thyroid cancer. 

The compression symptoms that the patient experienced were 
attributed to the slowly enlarging mediastinal metastasis. 
This was revealed on CT scan as a strongly enhancing soft 
tissue density mass having internal calcifications in 
anterior mediastinum.The mass compressed great vessels 
and trachea posteriorly. Core biopsy revealed metastatic 
follicular carcinoma in this patient. 

The standard procedure for initial treatment of DTC is 
surgery followed by radioiodine therapy and hormone 
replacement. The management plan may differ from 
patient to patient and depends on several risk factors. 
However surgery followed by post-operative RAIT has 
been associated with improved prognosis (12). It is a well 
established fact that optimal management of patients with 
complex thyroid cancer requires an integrated team 
approach involving endocrinologists, NM physicians, 
medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, and surgeons 

(13). Radical surgery, remnant thyroid ablation and RAIT 
all improve survival, but this is less apparent for patients 
presenting with distant metastases as this subgroup shows 
worse prognosis.  Accordingly surgery would have been 
the first choice in the management of the case presented 
here. However,  due to the sheer volume of the mass and 
tracheal invasion surgical resection was not possible. 

EBRT is recommended for palliative purposes to obtain 
local control for extensive diseases as first line therapy 
(14). The case reported here was referred to oncologist for 
EBRT  with  two goals. (1) To alleviate the compression 
symptoms (2) regression to a manageable size for 
subsequent RAIT. 

Consequently the patient received a course of 
conventional radiation with 50 Gy in 25 fractions over 4 
weeks targeting on the area volume  encompassing the 
thyroid bed and the gross disease. She tolerated EBRT 
very well  and  her stridor subsided. There was  tracheal 
inflammation and skin erythema which are expected 
side-effects of  the radiotherapy, but these were transient.  
She also had complaints of dysphagia, but did not require 
a feeding tube. The patient is now recuperating  and 
radioiodine will be considered as an adjuvant in the 
treatment plan. However, if  RAIT fails patient may  be 
considered for Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors (TKIs)  which 
is reported to be effective for RAI-refractory DTC (15).

CONCLUSION

Outcome of DTC is excellent with early diagnosis, 
meticulous surgery, proper staging, RAIT, lifelong 
thyroxine supplementation and regular follow- up but it 
may turn aggressive without appropriate management.

Individualized and an alternative therapeutic approach 
should be considered in patients of DTC with inoperable, 
huge metastatic mediastinal mass. Palliative use of  
EBRT for local control of extensive disease may be 
considered as first line of therapy; when other modality of 
treatment cannot be applied. Radiotherapy (RT) seems 
effective in relieving compression symptoms and may 
prolong survival and improve QOL.
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Figure 3: Whole-body 131I post-therapy scan shows radio-iodine uptake in thyroid bed and right lobe of liver (yellow arrow).
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Computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen showed a 
big, hypodense area (7 X 6 X 5cm) in the right lobe of the 
liver located in segments V & VI and provisionally 
diagnosed as a case of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 

Ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) from liver 
SOL cytologically confirmed papillary thyroid cancer with 
metastases in the liver. The patient was referred to the 
National Institute of Nuclear Medicine & Allied Sciences 
(NINMAS) for radioactive iodine ablation therapy (RAIT) 
with a high level of pre-therapy serum thyroglobulin (Tg) 
level (> 300 ng/ml) and a high anti-Tg antibody level of 

205 U/ml. Ablation therapy was done with administration 
of 150mCi I131(5550 Mbq) at NINMAS with proper 
isolation and radiation safety measures. Post therapy 
whole-body scan (RxWBS) showed intense radio-iodine 
uptake in thyroid bed and right lobe of the liver suggesting 
iodine avidity of the solitary metastatic lesion in the liver. 
Post therapeutic routine follow-up will be done after 3 
months. As the lesion was iodine avid, so our plan was to 
repeat  RAIT prefer ably after surgical resection of the liver 
mass preferably if possible. But the patient was lost and 
proper follow up could not be done.

DISCUSSION 

The outcome of the well-differentiated thyroid carcinoma 
(WDTC) usually has a good outcome, but patients 
presenting with distant metastatic disease have less 
favorable outcomes. For this reason, many risk 
stratification algorithms are considered to be of high risk 
(18–21). Although the higher possibility of poor outcomes, 
recent treatment strategy advocates an aggressive 
approach in management with surgery and postoperative 
RAIT (20-23). Treatment consists of total thyroidectomy, 
neck dissection as indicated by the disease, followed by 
RAIT in the majority of patients. Distant metastases occur 
in up to 10% of the brain, eye, breast, liver, kidney, muscle, 
skin area are unusual (24). LMDTC from DTC is relatively 
rere, with a reported frequency of 0.5% (7). Metastatic 
liver involvement from DTC is nearly always multiple or 
diffuse and is usually found along witho ther distant 
metastases (lung, bone, and brain) (8-16).

Only ten cases have been documented in the literature; 
three were males and seven were females, with an average 
age of about 63 years (range: 32-85 years). Histologically, 
the primary tumor was identified as papillary in four 
patients, follicular in five patients, and Hurthle cell thyroid 
cancer in one patient.

Liver masses can be detected by various imaging 
modalities, such as ultrasonography and CT, and are 

usually131I negative. 131I-positive metastases are 
extremely rare. DTC liver metastasis has a poor prognosis. 
Surgical resection of liver lesions has been reported to 
offer the best chance for prolonged survival (24).

Most liver metastases from DTC are asymptomatic and 
usually revealed incidentally. This reported female patient 
had no definite complaint except swelling of the neck. 
HRUS proved multinodular goiter and bilateral enlarged 
cervical lymph nodes only could convince her for  total 
thyroidectomy but neither follow up nor RAIT for 
histologically proven FVPTC was her choice and 
negligience. As an unfortunate sequel, she presented with a 
liver mass 7 years later which was cytologically proven as a 
solitary liver metastatic lesion from papillary thyroid cancer 
and high serum Tg( > 300 ng/ml). Even after explaining the 
benefits of surgical resection followed by RAIT as there is 
chance of prolonged survival(25), the patient refused 
metastatectomy of liver in this case and opted for RAIT with 
150mCi 131 I . Unusual intense liver uptake of 131I in 
RxWBS was also a rare phenomenon in this case. 

Kondo et al. (15) reported a case of a 48-year-old Japanese 
woman who was operated (subtotal thyroidectomy) for 
follicular adenoma of her thyroid. Eight years after 
theinitial surgery, an isolated liver lesion was 
incidentally detected on abdominal CT. On histological 
examination, the nodule was entirely composed of 

small to large follicles containing colloid material. Thus 
she was diagnosed to have had minimally invasive 
follicular carcinoma with secondary isolated liver 
metastasis. The symptoms of the patient of our case had 
much similarities with their findings.

Kouso et al. (26) reported a case of follicular thyroid 
carcinomain in a 73-year-old woman who had 
undergone curative resection of thyroid carcinoma 32 
years earlier. CT of her abdomen revealed a round 
lesion, approximately 1.5 cm in diameter. She 
underwent laparotomy and partial resection of her liver. 
Histologicall diagnosis was a metastatic liver cancer 
from thyroidfollicular carcinoma.

CONCLUSION

The 131I WBS, combined with HRUS and CT scan, plays 
an important role in increasing diagnostic accuracy, 
reducing pitfalls, and modifying therapeutic strategies.
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DISCUSSION

Follicular carcinoma is the second most prevalent of the 
thyroid carcinomas with an incidence of approximately 
10–15%. Hematogenous metastasis is common with 
spread to lung, bone and other solid organs. In less than 
10% cases of follicular carcinoma, there is evidence of 
lymphatic involvement (2). Patients with differentiated 
thyroid carcinoma (DTC) have a 10-year survival rate of 
80–95%. However, when distant metastases are present, 
the overall 10-years survival rate is 40% (3).

FTC usually behaves in an indolent manner with low 
metastatic potential. Distant metastases as initial 
presentation is rare in follicular carcinoma, especially 
in young patients. The case reported here is unusual 

since mediastinal tumors are uncommon and represent 
only 3% of the tumors seen within the chest (1). 

In reports on mediastinal masses, the incidence of 
malignant lesions ranged from 25 to 49% (4, 5). The 
anterior mediastinal tumors include teratomas, 
lymphomas, thymic cancers, thymic carcinoids, thymic 
cysts and  other metastatic tumors. Thyroid cancer rarely 
metastasizes to the mediastinum and there have been few 
reports of metastatic  mediastinal tumors  of thyroid 
origin. Follicular carcinoma is divided into minimally 
invasive and invasive variants based on morphologic 
criteria. Minimally invasive follicular carcinoma is an 
encapsulated tumor with microscopic penetration of the 
tumor capsule without vascular invasion (6, 7). Patients 

with minimally invasive follicular carcinoma tend to be 
younger than patients with invasive follicular carcinoma, 
and it has been suggested that minimally invasive 
follicular carcinoma may be a precursor to its invasive 
counterpart (8). Shaha reported an overall survival at 5, 
10, and 20 years for patients with follicular thyroid 
cancer of 85%, 80% and 76%, respectively (9). When 
patients with follicular carcinoma were divided into low, 
intermediate, and high-risk groups based on age, T stage, 
distant metastases, histologic type, and grade, their 
survival rates were 98%, 88%, and 56% at 10 years and 
97%, 87%, and 49% at 20 years, respectively. D'Avanzo 
and colleagues reported that patients with minimally 
invasive follicular carcinoma have a 98% 10-year 
survival, compared with 80% at 10 years for patients with 
angioinvasive follicular carcinoma with or without 
capsular invasion and 38% with extensive invasion of the 
tumor capsule and the thyroid parenchyma (10). The 
cause of death is most commonly from progression of 
distant metastases (11).

The case reported here is remarkable in that she survived 
more than 14 years without RAIT and/or hormone 
replacement. But it is evident that the cancer was   
progressing slowly and insidiously albeit sub-clinically 
until it became clinical with compression symptoms 12 year 
later. This slow progression is consistent with the indolent 
character of the  follicular variety of the thyroid cancer. 

The compression symptoms that the patient experienced were 
attributed to the slowly enlarging mediastinal metastasis. 
This was revealed on CT scan as a strongly enhancing soft 
tissue density mass having internal calcifications in 
anterior mediastinum.The mass compressed great vessels 
and trachea posteriorly. Core biopsy revealed metastatic 
follicular carcinoma in this patient. 

The standard procedure for initial treatment of DTC is 
surgery followed by radioiodine therapy and hormone 
replacement. The management plan may differ from 
patient to patient and depends on several risk factors. 
However surgery followed by post-operative RAIT has 
been associated with improved prognosis (12). It is a well 
established fact that optimal management of patients with 
complex thyroid cancer requires an integrated team 
approach involving endocrinologists, NM physicians, 
medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, and surgeons 

(13). Radical surgery, remnant thyroid ablation and RAIT 
all improve survival, but this is less apparent for patients 
presenting with distant metastases as this subgroup shows 
worse prognosis.  Accordingly surgery would have been 
the first choice in the management of the case presented 
here. However,  due to the sheer volume of the mass and 
tracheal invasion surgical resection was not possible. 

EBRT is recommended for palliative purposes to obtain 
local control for extensive diseases as first line therapy 
(14). The case reported here was referred to oncologist for 
EBRT  with  two goals. (1) To alleviate the compression 
symptoms (2) regression to a manageable size for 
subsequent RAIT. 

Consequently the patient received a course of 
conventional radiation with 50 Gy in 25 fractions over 4 
weeks targeting on the area volume  encompassing the 
thyroid bed and the gross disease. She tolerated EBRT 
very well  and  her stridor subsided. There was  tracheal 
inflammation and skin erythema which are expected 
side-effects of  the radiotherapy, but these were transient.  
She also had complaints of dysphagia, but did not require 
a feeding tube. The patient is now recuperating  and 
radioiodine will be considered as an adjuvant in the 
treatment plan. However, if  RAIT fails patient may  be 
considered for Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors (TKIs)  which 
is reported to be effective for RAI-refractory DTC (15).

CONCLUSION

Outcome of DTC is excellent with early diagnosis, 
meticulous surgery, proper staging, RAIT, lifelong 
thyroxine supplementation and regular follow- up but it 
may turn aggressive without appropriate management.

Individualized and an alternative therapeutic approach 
should be considered in patients of DTC with inoperable, 
huge metastatic mediastinal mass. Palliative use of  
EBRT for local control of extensive disease may be 
considered as first line of therapy; when other modality of 
treatment cannot be applied. Radiotherapy (RT) seems 
effective in relieving compression symptoms and may 
prolong survival and improve QOL.
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